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Additional Methods and Tools

Kiedra algorithm
The specification of Kiedra is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm adheres to the generic EDA template (Algorithm 1), with tailored sampling, selection and estimation steps so as to simultaneously discovering relevancy and dependency; its inputs are a labeled dataset, a kernel classifier instance including a parameterised kernel function (here the parameter p stands for the width σ of an RBF kernel or the degree d of a polynomial kernel; these options can be tuned empirically with respect to the input dataset prior to executing the algorithm). To begin with, the parameters of the probability model are initialised assuming an independent joint distribution (line 1) and the first pool of candidates is sampled from such distribution (line 2). Subsequent candidate pools are obtained by mixing samples from a bivariate binomial model with the current estimated parameters θ (according to Equation (??)) and the most promising candidates kept from previous iterations (line 4). Then, roughly speaking, the algorithm iterates the evaluation of the candidates and re-estimation of the probability model until convergence.
Algorithm 2: Kiedra
// According to Eq.(??) The inner loop in line 8 is the core element of the algorithm, the one that evaluates the classification performance of the candidates, guiding the search for relevant variable subsets. This loop iterates over pool S, plugging in each candidate as scale factors of the original dataset. The scaled dataset is then feed to the function κ p (·, ·) according to Equation (??), and these kernel functions are used to train the kernel classifier A to learn the prediction rule of Equation (??). The actual fitness is obtained as the accuracy of A using a 5-fold cross-validation estimate of the classification accuracy.
The remaining steps execute the iterative updating of the dependency network and relevancy parameters. Firstly the subset of most promising candidates B are selected (line 9). Then, B is used to build the correlation graph (line 10) using Equation (??) , then the dependency forest using Equations (??), (??) and (??), and finally the new estimate for the parameters θ is computed (line 12) using Equation (??). The last step keeps track of the best solution found up to that point (line 13).
Goldenberry suite of visual components
We used the Orange and Goldenberry [1] visual programming tools for data mining [1, 2, 3] . Orange provides a canvas where visual software components known as widgets can be wired together to execute several stages of a data mining task.
Goldenberry is a add-on suite of widgets for stochastic-based search techniques (EDA, GeneticAlgorithms) and kernel classification machines (Perceptron, SVM); we actually extended this suite with new components so as to support Kiedra (e.g. BMDA and FeatureSubset). The Kiedra widgets were actually developed using the Python language and Numpy library for the logical modules, and the PyQt library for the graphical user interface. Additionally, in their implementation we employed multi-tasking concurrent techniques to speedup up execution of the main loop of the algorithm (fitness evaluation involving cross-validation of the classifier obtained with the relevance factors of each candidate from the pool S was run using multiple threads). A snapshot of the canvas and widgets used to perform the experiments can be seen in Figure 5 . The visual program that implements wKiera and Kiedra is shown in Figure 4 . The key element here is the WrapperCostFunction widget which is wired to two input components: a Data widget that reads from the original dataset files and shuffles it randomly to provide training and testing subsets, and a LearnerFactory, which instantiates a kernel classifier and is configured with an appropriate tuned kernel function; in our experiments we chose the refined version of the SVM widget provided by Goldenberry, since it allows the definition of customised kernel functions and the creation of multiple classifier instances that can be executed in parallel. Other parameters such as cross-validation number of folds and accuracy/subsetsize trade-off are also configured in the WrapperCostFunction widget, which takes a BMDA optimiser (top of the figure) to perform the search and estimation of relevancy and dependency following Algorithm 2. We observe that wKiera can be implemented almost identically, as it only requires to replace the optimiser by the UMDA widget (bottom of the figure); recall the latter assumes an independent probability model as thus provides only information about the relevancy of the input variables. Functionality description of these widgets are given in Table 1 . Trades-off the simultaneous optimisation of accuracy vs. variable subset size (a weighted average with a contribution of 90% from accuracy). It also coordinates the m-fold cross-validation scheme (m = 5).
BMDA
The modified version of BMDA tailored for Kiedra (see Section ??). The pool size was set to four times the number of input variables.
UMDA
The EDA used in wKiera. The pool size again was set to four times the number of input variables BlackBoxTester
The component that executes the experiments and collects statistics (10 repetitions were set per experiment).
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